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announced : ' The information I gave you a few days ago
seems to be confirmed. Sautot is due to arrive to-morrow
morning on board a small Customs cutter, and the broussards
are coming in from the interior with loaded guns to help
establish Sautot in power. I have decided on a state of siege
in Noumea from 10 o'clock this evening, and I am having
barricades erected at Dumbea (cemetery 18 kms. from
Noumea, where there is a narrow pass in the road), where
all the broussards will be disarmed.'
Towards evening the atmosphere in Noumea became
feverish. The evening paper bore an appeal to de Gaullists
to rally, and copies of the following telegram were sent to all
centres in the interior, where most of the organizers of the
movement were rallying the 'broussards,'
'Caledonians !
'We have demanded, insisted in fact, time and again on
having a referendum of the whole population, whose patriotic
sentiments are well known. We have been consistently
answered by formal refusals from the Governor. The hour
has come to show that you are willing and capable of taking
your destinies in your own hands.
'Every day that passes leads us nearer to a solution which
would be contrary to the real will of New Caledonians.
Time presses. Prepare immediately to assemble in the
greatest number possible on Thursday, September 19th at
6 a.m. in Noumea. You know how to make the necessary
sacrifices to defend your rights and liberties. By your will
and your courage, of which we are confident, this date will
become an historic one in the annals of your country.
6 You will be visited by us wherever possible.
4The hour is grave.    Keep high your hearts.
c Vive la France.   Vive de Gaulle.   Vive la Caledonie.
' Signed—Verges, Prinet, Mouledous and Rabot/
TJie Dumont d'TJrmlle sent an urgent cable to the French
naval station in Indo-China : 'Sudden changes situation New
Caledonia stop latest news early clandestine arrival by cutter
resident Commissioner New Hebrides Sautot stop people
coming from country preparing armed demonstrations stop

